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ABSTRACT 

"E-Garage" is a mobile application where users can register and spend time with maintain their 

car in the garage. Customers can book their schedule in advance and also buy garage product by 

giving User-friendly, simple, fast and cost-effective vehicle problem details. Mobile apps deal 

with customers who need to troubleshoot their media, but they don't have enough time to wait in 

the garage or workshop. Traditionally it is done manually. The main function of this system is to 

send requests for reservation services, ordered product from other shop, management 

requirements and user details, technician details. These details are needed when the system 

significantly manipulates input containing user details and the system displays as output on the 

screen. The main page of the system is displayed as a dashboard from where the user can be 

entered with email and password or can register with the requested information. It can be 

accessed by Seller and Customer. Only Seller can add data to the database. Here data can be 

recovered easily. The data is well protected for personal use and makes data processing very fast.
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CHAPTER 1 
 

                                                                 Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

E-Garage is an e-commerce Android application. E-commerce always transactions 

conducted over the Internet. Every time individuals businesses use e-commerce buy or 

sell products and services online. In our country there are 2 types of transaction. Frist one 

is Busses to Business (B2B) and other one is Business to Customer (B2C). In this android 

app we use the Business to Customer (B2C). E-commerce is often used to refer to the 

sale of physical goods online product, but it can also describe any kind of business 

transaction supported by the Internet. In our application there are two types of user. One 

is buyer and other is seller. Where the seller can sell garage product by creating a profile 

for their own garage in this app. The user can also login as a customer and can buy 

product. This app will make business model easier and save your time. Everyone also can 

easily use it application with all types of smartphones and internet access devices can be 

used. 

 

 

1.2 Motivation  

 

The main goal of this project is to save time and manage the collection in the shop and 

workshop. In a well-known workshop or garage, technicians have to maintain and repair 

a large number of There is a car during the day so customers have to wait a long time and 

sometimes they had to leave without repairing or servicing their vehicle. In the other side 

the seller also sell product from the shop on online like Mobil, gear oil etc. Those people 

who want to buy any car accessories in a famous shop from rural place they can get it 

easily from courier service. 
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1.3 Objective: 

The goal are clear here, an e-garage app for people who love to buy product at home and 

those who want to do garage and car service  business online and in a physical store. It's 

great platform for sellers and buyers. Sellers can quickly sell their products and buyer can 

easily buy their products. Both seller and buyer can save their precious time by using this 

platform. 

 

        The projects' goals are given as follows: 

 Fully asynchronous of e-garage platforms. 

 Improving Business Relations for both buyer and seller. 

 Cost and time-effective Management. 

 User can add products to carts. 

 Users can read all descriptions of the product and services from this 

app. 

 Improve service efficiency in a workshop. 

 

 

1.4 Expected Outcomes 

There are so many benefit of this app for both buyer and seller. 

 

 Buyer can easily search all the garage products by filter options. 

 Buyer can check the app as well as contact number and also contact 

with the company that they want. 

 Admin can set all permission, security as well as safety for both 

customer and seller. 

 The seller can able to update all the products and car service up to 

date. 

 Seller and customer both can contact to each other by providing 

contact number. 
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 The seller can make advertisement on their account and shop as 

well as workshop. 

 

 

1.5 Project Management and Finance 

 

This application is free of cost project, because we made by using our own experience as 

well as idea and knowledge. But, in future when we want become popular, then we make 

a policy to get commission from the shop and also workshop. In that time we also makes 

our app for paid. 

 

1.6 Report Layout 

In this report there are six chapters and which chapter talks about that is mentioned 

below. 

Chapter 1  

Description of the project motivation, objectives, projected outcomes and Project 

Management in this part. 

Chapter 2: 

Here we try to discuss about background and also related works. 

Chapter 3: 

Here we try to discuss about all requirement and specification about this application. 

Chapter 4: 

Here we try to discuss about all the design of the application and font-end as well as 

back-end.  

Chapter 5 
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Here we try to discuss about the impact of the society. 

Finally, chapter 6  

Concludes the report with the outcomes and future work of this project. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

 BACKGROUND STUDIES 

 

 
2.1 Preliminaries/Terminologies 
 

This is an e-commerce application. And we build it from our experience, ideas. This e-

garage helps those people who are really very busy with their daily lives for their job or 

any cause. In their working hours, they can use it at their workplace. By using this 

application people can find the nearest garage for servicing. Therefore, this project helps 

customers or user by helping them find products, make servicing, identify contact 

numbers and locations. 

 

 

2.2 Related Works 

 
 

This is website base e-garage system. Here people get other services too. 

 

 
Figure 2.1:  Seba xyz interface[9] 
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Figure 2.2: Seba xyz car services interface 

 

 

Here only get car services 

 

 
Figure 2.3: Interface of e-garage BD[10] 
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There lots of e garage page abaleabol in facebook. E-garage Bangladesh is one of them. 

 
Figure 2.4: Facebook page of e-garage Bangladesh [11] 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.5: Relate work of US[4] 
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Figure 2.6: Relate work of Spain[12] 

 

 

2.3 Working elements: 
 

For code selection or code writing and code implementation time, we used native Java 

Code and my app will be better and unique than others. With the help of my app, we will 

collaborate with local businesses to keep the locality undisturbed. This app will authorize 

suppliers and servicer. So that they cannot deliver the wrong product. All products will be 

verified by the admin, which will help prevent irrelevant ads. Therefore, this payment 

system will be secure.  

These are all codes Languages already used here: 

 

 Native java coding 

 Xml design 

 Firebase Database,  
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Native Java:  

The native keyword in Java is applied to a method to indicate that the method is 

implemented in native code using JNI (Java Native Interface). The root keyword is a 

modifier that applies only to methods and we cannot apply it anywhere else. Methods 

implemented in C, C++ are called native methods or foreign methods [1]. 

 

Xml design: 

XML (Extensible Markup Language) is a markup language similar to HTML, but without 

the use of predefined tags. Instead, you define your own tags designed specifically for 

your needs. It's a powerful way to store data in a format that can be stored, searched, and 

shared. More importantly, because the underlying format of XML is standardized, 

whether you share or transmit XML between systems or platforms, locally or over the 

Internet, the data can be parsed by the recipient Standardized XML syntax [2]. 

 

Firebase: 

Most apps need to know the user's identity. Knowing the user's identity allows apps to 

securely store user data in the cloud and provide the same personalized experience on all 

of the user's devices. Firebase Authentication provides a backend service, easy-to-use 

SDKs, and pre-built UI libraries for authenticating users to your app. We support 

authentication with passwords, phone numbers, and popular federated identity providers 

such as Google, Facebook, and Twitter. Firebase Authentication is tightly integrated with 

other Firebase services and leverages industry standards such as OAuth 2.0 and OpenID 

Connect to facilitate integration with custom back-ends [3]. 

Relate work [4] 

 

 

 

2.4 Literature review: 
 

Cao et. al. has described in his paper that in short, asynchronous communication is than a 

simple event service. Offers high availability features through warranty asynchronous 

processing, storage and forwarding, and delivery to business continuity applications 
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operate with uninterrupted service. It enables a robust service-based architecture thanks 

to geographical transparency and administrative control. Above all, because it is built on 

server-side component models, extremely easy to [5]. 

 

 

Hadzilacos et. al their study The course was generally a success. Students learned how to 

use the Internet to research competitors and articles, how to conduct online surveys and 

plan online events, copyright, and personal data security during the course. Transactions 

online as well as how to create their own e-commerce website. They know the methods 

and steps to take when transacting on the Internet [6]. 

 

Wan et. al. has stated in their work that the System was built with LAMP development 

environment and follow the three-layer B/S  design. Design B/S make the entire system is 

more layered and structured, facilitating expansion and maintenance in future. The server 

runs on an efficient Apache server, the database is MySQL and The Web Socket protocol 

can be used to communicate with clients and servers in a timely manner and efficient. 

The whole architecture is well organized and the code is concise. After extensive testing, 

the system mostly meets the user's requirements, but still some problems need to be 

solved, such as getting strong concurrency at a later stage, etc [7]. 

 

 

Niu et. al. described in their study that in this study we exhibit double heterogeneity 

graphic attention network to transfer product research expertise to an e-commerce store 

research. DHGAT is a complete, end-to-end system that uses graphics to improve both 

ID and text representation. It uses hierarchical attention structure to create homogeneous 

and diverse neighbors at the same time. Semantic distance between users Requests and 

store names can be linked using the article title neighbor content from Search product. In 

addition, the proposed loss of neighbor distance adds a lot of value to understand the 

topological structure of graphs. DHGAT also takes into account the user characteristics to 

better define user intent and personalized store search returns result. We do large-scale 

offline reviews and online A/B testing. The results show that logic [8]. 
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2.5 Scope of the Problem:  
 

This is the E-garage application prototype. In that time there is no online payment system 

in this application. Because there necessary to create an online payment gateway 

Permissions and big money from SSL. But in the future I will update the payment 

system. In future we think this app well be very helpful for busy people.  

 

Some kind of access is required. 

 

 Must needed internet connection.  

 Must be sign up in the website.  

 For the second time there need login.  

 Must need a verified email foe login and signup. 

 Must need given all the information in the signup section.  

 Must need input phone number.   

 Must need payment for join as a seller.   

 

 

2.6 Challenges:  

 Real and original information. 

 Must be use reliable person for product delivery system. 

 Set the product picture are makes some problem in few cases.  

 Update information regularly.  

 User friendly & good servicing accuracy.  

 Time management.  

 Database management.   
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CHAPTER 3 

 

 REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION 

 
3.1 Business Process Modeling 
 
Business Process Model describe the method of the project. In our project, most of the services 
illustrate, The Business Process Model is given below. 
 

 
 

Figure 3.1: Business Process Model 
 

 

 

 

3.2 E-Garage 
 

Here are e-garage form terms under the categories listed below: B2B (Business to 

Business) refers to the exchange of goods and services between businesses, companies 

and organizations. About 80% of e-commerce today follows this model. B2C (Business 

to Consumer) companies operate by using the internet to produce or distribute goods and 

services directly to consumers. Technically, they are consumers in a different business 

model.  
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3.3 Requirement Collection and Analysis  

This is an important step in collecting requirements and integrating them into the 

analysis. We will now look at some of the criteria for creating this application, outlined 

below. 

 

    Software Requirements 

 Operating System: Android 9-12.  

 System Design: Adobe Photoshop, Creatly.  

 Language: Native Java.  

 Framework: XML.  

 Editor: Android Studio.  

 Device: Mobile.  

 Database: Firebase 

 

    Hardware Requirements 

 Processor: Octacore. 

 RAM: 4GB 

 Mobile 

         

Functional Requirements 

A complete overview of our system should include extended some functionality 

requirement, must be complete registration and login sections, verify account in 

verification sections, approvals sections approve the account, maintenance and updates 

sections are change every day. From personal profiles we can know every details of the 

person. 
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 Non-functional Requirements 

 In this section we needs make it easy for you to help or help Perform benchmarks, 

rearrange memory and get smooth operation as fast as possible, then load our software. 

We must confirmed that the application is developed with a user-friendly, easy 

understandable interface. 

 

3.4 Working principal: 

Here we can see the process of using our application. 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Working Model 
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3.5 Use Case Modeling and Description 

After completing all the design and analysis requirements, we need to set up the tests and 

coding, because testing is very important for any development project and coding is also 

very important. First we need to set up the main design and model design, then we need 

to write the implementation code and configure the coding and finally test it. The use 

case model we used in our project is given below. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Use case diagram of Registration 
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Use Cases Details  

Use Case Name: Create an account (For Register)  

Actor: User  

Primary Path:  

 Chose Profile Picture 

 Enter Full Name  

 Put down contract Number 

 Set Email Address  

 Chose Password   

 Click “Sign Up”; button 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 3.4: Use case diagram of log in 

 

Use Case Details 

 Use Case Name: Login  

 Precondition: Registered  

 Actor: User Primary Path:  

 Enter verified Email Address  
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 Enter the set Password  

 Click “Login” button 

 

 
 

Figure: 3.5 Use Case Diagram for Seller 
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Use Case Details  

Use Case Name: Seller 

Precondition: Must registered with 500 taka 

Actor: Seller  

Primary Path:  

 Register as a seller 

 Enter Login 

 Search product  

 Post product 

 Buy product 

 Sell product 

 Make own garage 

 Make many services on own garage 

 Delete services and products 

 Edit or Create Product and details  

 Create News  

 Makes Offer  

 Manage Product and services list 

 Manage Order 

 Manage Product limitation  
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Figure: 3.6 Use Case Diagram for buyer 
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Use Case Details 

Use Case Name: Customer or Buyer  

Precondition: Must have registered free of cost 

Actor: Customer /Buyer 

Primary Path:  

 Register for 1
st
 time 

 Login  

 Search product 

 Search Garage 

 Buy product 

 Book car services 

 Can add to cart 

 Detect Item from the cart 

 Access All offer  

 Access main page  

 Can make order  

 Click “Sign Out” button 

 

 

 

3.6 Design Requirement  

Core Features for buyer:  

 Home  

 Main Menu  

 Recent Product  

 Nearest garage service 

 All products  

 Get service 

 Brand Shops  

 Profile  
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 Cart functionalities  

 Search Products  

 See product details 

 Delete product 

 Contact with the company 

 

 

 

 

Core Features for seller:  

 Upload Product  

 Upload services 

 Manage product  

 Manage order  

 Manage car garage services 

 Transfer order depending on location  

 Product list  

 Car services list 

 Search option of all list of product 

 Filter option for find services  

 Payment Confirmations  

 Add product 

 Delete product 
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Chapter 4  

DESIGN SPECIFICATION 

 

4.1 Font-End Design 

            Splash Screen: We design a welcome page 

 

Figure 4.1: Front-end 

 Here User can chose any option. If a user is a Customer then he/she chose buyer 

otherwise he/she can chose seller for sell his/her product. 
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Sign Up Page: 

Firebase base create account need to enter in this application. Here some needed 

information are (1) Chose a photo (2) Enter the name (3) Enter the contact Number (4) 

Email address (5) Password, (6) Confirm password then user should Click on “Sign Up” 

button for enter the application as a buyer. If the user makes as seller, then enter as a 

seller Then user get a verified account.  

 

Figure 4.2: Registration Page 
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Login Page  

After the successful sign up, we will auto enter the application. For next time entering we 

don’t need to log in because the system recognize this account until logout, for login must 

need to Email and password and click the “Login” button. 

 

Figure 4.3: login Page 
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Home page: 

Both seller and buyer has same home page for this application 

 

Figure 4.4: Product and garage 
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Profile section 

Both types of user can see their personal profile with profile picture 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Profilr 
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Seller Entry 

If any user register any account as a seller in this application. That case he/she must be 

pay bdt 500 taka otherwise  

 

 

Figure 4.6: Payment  
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Car accessories and modified 

Here two types of transition occurs. The user who join this application as a buyer he/she 

can buy or add product on this option. Last one who join as a seller he/she can buy the 

product as well as post for sell the product 

 

Figure 4.7: Product 
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Garage section: 

This section only for buyer because here buyer can get services from those garage. If 

anyone want to join his section as a garage owner, he/she must me need to create a own 

garage for post. 

 

 

Figure 4.8: Garage services 
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Search or post garage 

In this section the buyer can search the nearest garage for servicing and the seller can 

make a won garage for posting new service. 

 

 

Figure 4.9: Filter of garage 
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Figure 4.10: Set garage aria 
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Post garage 

There seller need a garage picture then enter the garage name next give some discretion 

finally select the division and district for make a garage profile. For add services need to 

enter the services name and price of the services.  

 

 

 
Figure 3.11: Make own garage 
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My items or card 

Here user can delete item or services from card. 

 

Figure 3.12: User cart 
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Figure 4.10: My items 

Post for sell product 

Here seller can make post foe their own product. 

 

 

Figure 4.13: Post new product 
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4.2 Back-End 
 

 
 

Figure 3.14: Real time database 

 

 
Figure 3.15: Data authentication 
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Chapter 5 

 

Impact on Society, Environment and Sustainability 

 
 

5.1 Impact on Society  
 

The advantage of this app of e-commerce for the company is that it will be easily 

accessible at 24 hour and in a 7 days. If a person wants to buy products from an online 

store, he will have to pay low operating costs. Such as, if our product or service is low, 

the shipping fee will be completely canceled by submitting an objection to the admin 

with proof. Our future vision will launch this app worldwide, then we will provide 

coupons and offers and it has to be smooth, which is a great thing for the customer. E-

Garage has become an increasing reality as like as e-commerce. Singapore is a small 

country with inexhaustible natural resources, understands the value of the new economy 

and wants to position itself as an information and knowledge hub in Asia. By using this 

application people can save their precious time and by providing reviews they can choose 

the best and worst products. If anyone has face problems and careers, they can easily 

contact the admin and as well as the company. 

 

Society will benefit from: 

 Time saving  working  

 Shopping throw application authentication 

 Buy good products with best dill with the company 

 Easy to get all the product and services 

 

5.2 Impact on Environmentally 

Now a day in our country most people are getting updated. This is why the number of e-

businesses has been steadily increasing since the Internet became accessible to everyone. 

In other countries, e-commerce and online product are witnessing remarkable growth as 

the benefits of the Internet, higher education, lifestyle changes and economic growth of a 

country increase are used more and more. Therefore, they are based on technology. For 
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this reason, they have a huge private transport that uses their personal labor. It is an 

environmental disaster for our country due to wasted fuel and traffic jams. But online 

product receiving can help them shop from home. 

5.3 Ethical Aspects 

Ethics is linked with cultural connotations and social forces to provide its philosophical 

underpinning Justice, the right use of power and authority and good relationships. Global 

decisions and precision, consequences and context are all of great ethical importance for 

the development of a sustainable society.  

 

5.4 Sustainability Plan 

Sustainability in this application we are updating our brand. In the future, we will develop 

sustainable perching case. We will try to reduce servicing and product cost and use good 

quality paper bags for packaging the product and will also play a recycling role. This site 

we will try to reduce energy waste. It is the policy of this application that the seller and 

customer will authorize, for this reason, the products will support sustainability. Consider 

an e-commerce marketplace where we always try to resell used items. 
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Chapter 6 

 

Conclusion 

 
6.1 Discussion and Conclusion 

We are try to building a very efficient and simple application for ordinary people. Because in my 

country perspective there are lots of people are not well user of technology. We play this system 

actual operation for customer, seller and administrators. E-commerce is one of the most famous 

businesses worldwide. We try to flow the role of e-commerce platform for making our 

application E-Garage. Day by day, people are using online platforms to purchase their needed 

products. By using this platform, both customers and sellers benefit as both can save their time. 

Sellers or entrepreneurs can expand their business using this platform. It was a great trip for us. 

We learned a lot things while working on this project. 

 

6.2 Future Work 

In future, we will try to expand the e-garage application. Adding new option and offer in 

this application make this current system improve and its effectiveness, 

     System efficiency including: 

 In future we will continue to improve this application. 

 Try to promote our apps outside Bangladesh 

 Try to add some new features  

 Improve the quality of this application 

 Makes a unique and effective UI design  

 Try to fix previous problem  

 Improve database and payment gateway 

 Try to hot line number 
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